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Principally Speaking
Tim Waley, Principal

What a colorful, patriotic and enjoyable occasion the International Day celebrations were last Friday. It was fabulous 
to be part of such rich diversity in our student community. While we know from enrolment data that we have over 30 
countries represented in our population, it is events such as this that makes one realise the strength in that diversity. 
Thank you to all for your participation. Special thanks to Tanya Van Damme for her catering coordination that pro-
vided the delightful delicacies so greatly enjoyed by our students. I also express my gratitude to our staff and those 
sooooooooo many other parents and friends involved in assisting with the wonderful food stations and the day’s 
arrangements generally. Simply, a marvelous day - thank you all again.

Thank you to all those parents who attended the parent teacher conference during our first week back this term. 
Feedback from the teaching staff is that these were particularly valuable opportunities and I hope that you found the 
discussions constructive and helpful in relation to your children’s development and progress. Of course, there is no 
need to just wait until such opportunities to speak with the staff and as always I encourage you to not hesitate to 
make arrangements to contact them should you have any queries or concerns. As I have said previously, open and 
consistent, along with honest and regular dialogue between home and school  will always  be the best formula to 
ensuring our young people achieve the best of which they are capable.
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Through his passion for technology, business and creativity; Scott is on a mission to 
inspire the next generation of Digital Creators. As the 18-year-old CEO and founder 
of BOP Industries, Scott spends his time working across industries with events, mar-
keting and education, as well as being an active member in the startup community.

In his work in the hologram space, Scott is constantly on the search for new and 
exciting ways to engage people with marketing and events and is a firm believer that 
marketing is about creating stunning experiences for your guests and customers.

In addition to this, Scott is also incredibly active in the education space as he works 
with the BOP Industries Digital Creator workshops to teach students about STEM, 
technology and business with a focus on creativity.

Whole School

AUSTRALIA MALAYSIA INNOVATION WEEK

Katrina Reece, Head of Learning Enrichment

'Innovation Week' program will see students from Years 3-10 working to ideate, innovate and create over three days 
with a series of BOP programs around the pillars of STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics), 
entrepreneurship, innovation and sustainability. With programs tailored to students in different age groups, we aim to 
give students an introduction to a range of different concepts and ideas, then leaving them with the desire to develop 
their skills in individual interest areas.

BRINGING AUSTRALIAN INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP ABROAD

5-9 September 2019

About the Workshop Leader:

Scott Millar, CEO and Founder 
of BOP Industries

After starting his first company as part of a school business project in Year 9 at age 14, Scott has seen BOP Industries 
grow from selling keyrings at local markets to becoming an online e-commerce player shipping thousands of units a 
month, to now becoming a national business working with a diverse portfolio in the marketing and education space.

Scott always enjoys sharing his learnings and story to show people just how amazing young people can become, the 
importance of diversity in teams and the power of creativity and an open mind.

As a proud advocate for youth entrepreneurship, Scott is also an active mentor helping young people start their own 
businesses and begin their own business journey. 

Click here for more informationClick here to view bop website Click here to signup

Partnerships

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Y6mnJ6mT0eEqzYieTheWqFSf4phbofOnUiHP1qtn748/viewform?edit_requested=true
https://www.bopindustries.com/
https://www.aism.edu.my/sites/default/files/Newsletter/Newsletter2019/AISM%20Innovation%20Week%20Proposal-2019.pdf
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CARIBOU Maths Competitions
The CARIBOU Maths Competitions require independent 
enrollment. They are Canadian based, worldwide maths 
tests, preparation games & materials. Click here for 
more information. 

Malaysian Computational Linguistics Olympiad

Date: 19 October 2019

Venues: Kuala Lumpur, Pulau Pinang, Terengganu, Melaka and Sarawak (The exact venue will be announced soon)

Time: 11.30 am - 03.30 pm

Fee: RM35.00 per participant

Transportationb: Not provided

Meal: Not provided

Accommodation: Not provided

Attire: Casual wear with shoes

This competition will involve four main stages before the national 
team is formed which are; (i) Preliminary Round, (ii) Asia Pacif-
ic Linguistics Olympiad (APLO), (iii) Series of National Training 
Camps and (iv) IOL. This competition is officially endorsed by 
Ministry of Education Malaysia, which enables all participants to 
collect co-curriculum marks.

For more details, please visit our official website at www.myeso.
com.my. For any questions, kindly contact us at 03-41430572 / 
018-3604143 (Whatsapp) or email us. We look forward for your 
participation.

https://cariboutests.com/
https://myeso.com.my/
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Junior School
Michelle Chaplin, Head of Junior School

International Day was a testament to the diversity that is AISM and inspires us, as educators, to appreciate and value 
the inclusivity of an AISM education. As teachers we are constantly looking to provide learning experiences that offer 
opportunity to individuals - to cater to each student’s needs and passions.

In Year 5 this week I witnessed their enthusiasm and passion for their design project - a “mobile refrigeration box” - a 
task they worked on in groups - testing and hypothesising whilst creating and designing - and then presenting to the 
global judging panel! Future entrepreneurs in the making!

In the Early Learning Centre, learners experimented with rockets - discussing how it launches and how to make it fly! 
Amazing to hear their wonder and see things through their eyes!

International Day was a roaring success  - a day shared by parents, students 
and staff. I loved the colour, the flavours and the smiles as we all enjoyed our 
community here at AISM. I read a story to the junior school - “Will you fill my 
bucket?” - daily acts of love around the world, by Carol McCloud reinforcing 
the message that we can all make someone else feel special - they departed 
with the message to thank their parents and teachers for the great day. 

Week 3, Term 3 and so much happening - I would ask all parents to check 
their child’s schedule, timetable, CCA’s - children find it easier to learn when 
they are organised and know what they are doing.

My thought for this week -

“A well spent day brings happy sleep”  Leonardo Da Vinci

I think the whole junior school - students, parents and teachers -  slept well on Friday night!

AISM is always looking to grow and improve our offerings and programs. In 2020 
we are excited to be extending the Bring Your Own iPad program to include Year 
4 students. 

All parents of Year 4 students for 2020 are invited to attend a meeting providing 
information regarding the rationale, use and educational benefits of this initiative.

Location: C108 (Level 1, Year 4 classroom)
Date: 16 August 2019
Time: 8:00am

Bring Your Own iPad
Rachelle Griffin, Year 4 Home Room Teacher
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Grade of the Week: Year 5

Holiday Happenings!

Year 5 were very keen to tell us all about their adventures over the holiday, so we asked them to write a newspaper 
headline summarising a key memory. Can you guess from these cryptic clues what they got up to? It seems there 

were some very interesting holidays indeed!

Mindfulness Mastery

Across the school we have been practising Mindfulness, but do we know why? Year 5 have been learning all about 
the benefits, from feeling less stressed and sleeping better to becoming more focussed and acting with kindness. To 
help us really see and feel the benefits, we created our own Mindfulness Learning Goals. We are already on the way 
to achieving them!

Skeleton on the Roof

There were some rather disturbing events in Year 5 at the end 
of Term 2. It all began with Mrs Richard’s treasured pets going 
missing; not only did she lose her dear twin goats, but her belov-
ed cat and dog too. Furthermore, feathers started appearing in 
odd places and Mr Hickson complained of hearing strange noises 
above his classroom. The most alarming events, however, occurred 
on 18 June when Mr Hickson uncharacteristically failed to turn up 
to class. Ms Manpreet investigated and returned with a rather wor-
rying photograph of Mr Hickson’s belongings trailing up the stairs 
to the rooftop! Mr Naftel and Ms Janett were sent for immediately. 
Upon opening the door to the rooftop we were presented with a 
terrifying scene - pet collars, items of clothing, a huge nest full of 
peculiar looking eggs and…..

a skeleton. Of course we assumed it was Mr Hickson.
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As sad as that morning’s trials were, they did make an excellent story! So, 
we promptly channeled our grief and began to plan a narrative inspired by 
the series of unfortunate events. We brought all our knowledge of The Seven 
Steps to Writing Success together to create imaginative, creative and adven-
turous stories; we are currently in the process of drafting, revising, editing 
and publishing them. We can’t wait to share them with you!

Oh...and we should probably mention that DNA testing proved that the skele-
ton was in fact not Mr Hickson; he was found alive and well. It turns out that 
amongst all his preparations leaving AISM, Mr Naftel forgot he had booked 
Mr Hickson in on a very valuable course in Bangkok - How to Cope With 
Naughty Children. We would like to thank Mr Hickson for stepping in at 
such short notice to cover Mr Hickson’s classes; we would have liked him to 
have stayed longer, but Mr Hickson has a contract to fulfill.

Scientific Inquiry Spectacular!

Term 2 saw Year 5 on a scientific journey like no other! They found out that science is 
not simply about lab coats and black-rimmed glasses, but there is also a Technology 
component. This meant that the students had to identify effective materials through our 
solids, liquids and gases experiments then apply this new-found knowledge to a team 
project. We invited a crack team of moneymakers from around the globe to invest in a 
new food delivery service called Food Blanda. There was ONE MILLION RINGGIT at stake 
and our teams were challenged to design a working delivery box for a scooter, create a 
business logo, develop a jingle and song, test and re-design their delivery box and then 
finally present their pitch to the investors.

In the end, Titanium Catalyst were the winners of the competition, although they 
only received RM750,000 as one of the investors was actually imprisoned for tax 
evasion, so her assets were frozen! It was a wonderful unit full of questioning 
and discovery, and some very interesting accents to boot!
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Middle and Senior Schools
Ivan McLean, Head of Middle and Senior Schools

Last week we had the joy of celebrating our Language 
Week, culminating in International Day on the Friday. They 
were wonderful occasions, with each of these well-planned 
and incredibly comprehensive experiences conducted 
smoothly and with fabulous commitment from all involved. 
I would like to thank ALL of the many parents, students 
and staff who contributed an inordinate number of hours 
to ensure the success of each of these events. There is 
nothing more thrilling in a community than togetherness - 
and in each of these events there was a tangible sense of 
oneness in purpose and true intercultural understanding. I 
truly thank every person involved.

This past fortnight has also been a very busy time for our Head of Humanities, and Careers and Pathways Coordina-
tor, Mr Chris Broadbent. Students in Years 8 and 10 were given the opportunity to speak with teachers and Heads of 
Department regarding possible subject choices for the next stage of their education. These choices are very impor-
tant and advice was given about the need for students to consider what they will really enjoy studying in the future 
and also what they will be successful in studying. As a follow-up, Mr Broadbent has also been interviewing all Year 10 
students individually to confirm their subject selections for 2020.

Language Week
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In addition to the information received on subject selection, students and families were invited to partake in the forth-
coming AUG University Fair on Thursday 1 August. Representatives from all major universities in Australia, the United 
Kingdom and also from South-East Asia, were present. Students hopefully gained valuable information on courses of-
fered at more than 50 institutions; which indeed made it a large University Fair. I know that our students and families 
appreciated this valuable time and opportunity to investigate potential university pathways and courses, especially 
those seeking to make informed choices about subjects and setting goals for tertiary study.

Finally, next week our Year 12 students will begin their Trial HSC examinations. I wish them well for the duration 
of their examination period and look forward to seeing them all return on Tuesday 20 August for our MSS House 
Swimming Carnival.

AUG University Fair
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Language Week 2019
Liliane Heininger, Head of Department - Modern Languages

Last week AISM celebrated Language Week with a 
great variety of activities aimed at exposing the stu-
dents to the many cultures here at the school, as well 
as deepening their understanding of what it means to 
speak another language and live in another country. 
The purpose of the Language Week was to promote 
the acquisition of additional languages, to promote 
intercultural understanding, to showcase student work 
and to engage the wider school community in language 
activities, all of which are a vital part of the curriculum.

Year 6 students participated in craft activities where 
they learned to manipulate castagnettes, write their 
names in Jawi, make Frenchship bands and create 
good fortune signs.
 

Year 7 students participated in a 2 hour Calligraphy 
workshop where they were able to learn the brush 
strokes needed to write different characters.

At  lunchtime on Monday, the school community was 
able to sample fried rice, spring rolls, quesadilla, roti 
jala, chocolate eclairs and cream puffs while being 
entertained by the band NUTS. A spelling bee, organ-
ised by Year 9 was held at lunchtime on Tuesday and 
Thursday with many students participating eagerly 
and the ability to speak more than one language was 
certainly a great benefit. A number of students walked 
away happily with great prizes.

Year 8 students hosted an Education Forum with guests 
talking to them about their education experiences in 
Chinese, Tamil and Malay schools. Students had the 
opportunity to ask questions and, as part of Malaysian 
Cultural students, will not study each sector in detail.

Our speakers were certainly inspirational and we thank 
Mrs Huggel, Ms Rashina and Ms Ratha for giving up 
their time.

Year 10 students spent the week preparing for cooking 
demonstrations which took place on International Day 
and were a great success.
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If I were to use one word to describe 
our Design and Technology excursion, I 
couldn’t! We visited the Louis Vuitton Time 
Capsule Exhibition in KLCC and it truly blew 
my mind away. It was on a Thursday and 
honestly, I had been looking forward to it 
the whole week only because it was Louis 
Vuitton and it was supposed to be a rather 
fun excursion, especially after almost two 
weeks of assignment submissions.
 
Our D&T class had been doing a lot of research on the subject - mainly focusing on how Louis Vuitton created the 
brand and how the latter went from designing trunks to the modern bags and other products they make today - un-
der our course outcome ‘study of a designer / design company’ and 'innovation in creating exhibition spaces’. I was 
in awe and fascinated by the overall transition the brand had made in the type of products they sold but could not 
believe it until I saw it with my own eyes. Seeing some of the exhibits and how they ‘evolved’ over time gave me a 
clear view into a designer's mind.

One of the ones that greatly astounded me was the trunk which opened to unshackle a bed! Louis Vuitton owes his 
success largely to his problem-solving skills - which is something Design and Technology appreciates in full. He 
always had an eye out for current trends or problems and designed products that would best eliminate that problem 
and thus, a true designer was born. “Giving the people what they want” is exactly what he did and it was inspiring to 
see how he did it with such class and integrity. However, the one thing that really moved me was the beautiful mes-
sage behind the iconic LV Monogram Canvas - which contains Louis Vuitton’s initials, diamonds, circles and flowers 
printed on coated canvas - created by Louis Vuitton’s son George Vuitton. We had been researching a lot about the 
history behind the brand, yet I could not unravel what the motifs might have actually meant and why - I had assumed 
they were just symbols. The motifs - a diamond shape with concave sides with a four-petal flower in the centre, a 
four-pointed star and a circle with a four-petal flower with four rounded corners and a dot in the centre - all resem-
ble a four-leaf clover (a rare variation of the three-leaf variety). Each leaf is said to be symbolic, and stands for faith, 
hope, love and luck. This melted my heart.

In addition I was left flabbergasted looking at the way they efficiently move the mobile exhibition around from country 
to country. They use a shipping container to move the items and building around and send them back to Paris. I al-
ready knew that there are other aspects to being a designer, but seeing them first hand truly served as an eye-open-
er. Personally, I really felt that this was a much needed experience for me, considering my love for the subject, and I 
would absolutely love to go again!

Senior classes were not involved with Language Week this year as 
Year 11 students were busy preparing for assessment tasks held 
this week and Year 12 students for their TRIAL examinations and 
their HSC oral exams which will take place at the end of August. 
Past HSC students, Thessh, Sandhaya and Kaveen, continue to visit 
French classes to assist with the Oral component of the HSC French 
examination, where students will need to speak for 5 minutes for 
the Beginners course and 10 minutes for the Continuers course.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the LOTE staff and all 
others who were involved in our week of celebrations.
 
Terima Kasih, Xié XIé, Merci, Gracias.

LV Excursion Article
Aishani Sambasivam, Year 11 (Student)
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Sports Corner
Kim Bradley, MSS Co-curricular activities (CCA) Coordinator
Ivan Yoong, Junior School Co-curricular activities (CCA) Coordinator

13 Triathlon and Putrajaya Trifactor

A group of students from AISM took part in two Triathlon races,113 Desaru Triathlon and The Everly Putrajaya Trifactor 
during the school holiday. It was encouraging to see them race in these highly competitive events. Well done team 
and congratulations to all the medal winners.

Click here to view the results

Erja Mohd Suhaimi from Year 11 participated in the Spartan SEA Series Race on 20 and 21 July. Erja performed ex-
ceptionally well by securing the 2nd place on 20 July in the 14 - 17 age group category. She completed 12km and 25 
obstacles in merely 3 hours 12 minutes.

Overall, Erja came out 4th across all ages and genders in the SEA age Group Series. On 21 July, Erja finished first 
under the 14 - 17 age group category in which she completed 21km and 30 obstacles in 5 hours and 53 minutes. 
Heartiest congratulations to Erja Mohd Suhaimi for her phenomenal achievement!

Spartan SEA Series Race

https://www.aism.edu.my/sites/default/files/Newsletter/Newsletter2019/Result%20113%20and%20Trifactor%20-%20Sheet1.pdf
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Performing Arts

Samantha Lindsay, Drama Teacher, Year 12 Home Room Teacher

AISM's Senior Production Ensemble presented, The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged). All 37 plays 
performed in one night! From the beloved Romeo and Juliet, Titus Andronicus performed as a cooking show to Othello 
as a funky rap. AISM showed their amazing performance skills in this entertaining comedy and were brilliant!

Click here to view more photos

The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged)

Eryn Grady, Head of the Arts

https://www.facebook.com/pg/aismalaysia/photos/?tab=album&album_id=10158680827386040&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCdhnRlsrtcVJhihUbcl8bfe_JvPIYsYloVMr8L4blIgi2vaKL3QLoqdoFMyhC2MIFM5x8poQOam1jk_Z_eTQvtM0AodJJOGMZ16WIHLcliMf0WC2MxJB2CpyiTtwrnd99KQt25wFv-5JDPQZfb438MxVxSva48qowJFiWMp2MBgCJhSmPE9ar5AWSblG9BoCNOGN3oef8d4vfAb-TVolEIXo00kZVcqJmg2YtRyZbV3Y1d_48oFVpCF1YWNyThADavQTuoW6GStwRwwuGW4gmG3XPzQhUnD3-YBgfHj6SGEObv6uKQPxgpTbwjSNko-a5ztM7b8wZQsPhMmR01xwydBKuJ30qvslveOuXKQDNZOcsHFFT6kkT5UI2qDZ3AIvXl35XybbKGAcUKFdd7M8ggqDOKOL4yMET-sqwpLw2kBZ6Qzrz-FUavHlct5Dkp1VnG4YA&__tn__=-UC-R
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Others

A BIG Thank You from the International Day Food Tasting Coordinator, Tanya Van Damme: 

I would like to thank all the wonderful parents for their participation, help and support for International Day. It was 
great seeing all the students, staff and parents enjoying food from around the world. A special thank you to Joey 
from Clover Creative and Communications for designing and sponsoring our continent banners.

International Day

Continent Coordinators:

Africa Michelle Hart

Americas Ros Burchell

Asia Rebecca Mak

Oceania Georgina Scamble

Europe/Middle East Angela Werner

Malaysia Lavaniya Panicker and Ina Alllenspach

ELC to Year 1 Mercedeh Barbasteh

MALAYSIA: Liling, Evi, Yow, Siew Ling, Christy, Rathini, Kamu, Aliza, Nora,  Ira, Perly, 
Lavi, Florence

EUROPE / MIDDLE EAST Angela Eimer, Fathima, Irina, Max, Parisa, Liesl , Karen, Shiva, Yvonne

AMERICA’s Sue, Kim, Sam, Maya, Ros

OCEANIA Chantal, Bronwyn, Katie, Jenny, Liesl Megan , Marie, Karlene

ASIA: Orapan, Anthea, Dhadhini, Imelda, Joey Julia, Naho, Nidhi, On, Viji, Sari-
tha, Shinie, Sovi Go, Shumaila, Mina, Janice, Wai Mun, Wong Lai Ngee 
& a lovely Grandma

AFRICA: Lisa, Hala, Shaimaa

ELC to YEAR 1 Aya, Aysha, Naomi, Stephanie, Marie, Mayra, Jas, Suchi, Gloria, Lisa

Japanese Origami Helpers Chiemi, Shiho, Yumi, Noriko, Ayaka, Rieh, Motoko, Tomomi, Sanae, 
Junko, Kaori, Katsue

Other Helpers who helped: Kazue, Keiko, Nae Akiko, Aya, Rie

Special message from parents association and Tanya:

There are mums and helpers who contributed to today’s event which we might have overlooked. We just want to say 
... we really appreciate all the efforts contributed by everyone of you!

COULDN’T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT ALL OF YOU !
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SHF becomes DELISCHOOL in your school cafeteria!

From September, SHF is proud to announce the launch of their 
new brand name: “Delischool” dedicated to their Education 
catering branch. 

It is the combination of “Delicious” and “School”. Read their 
newsletter here.

PE Shorts Clearance (Plus Size)

Waist size before stretching = 16"
Length of shorts = 16"
Only 20 pieces left to clear out

No pockets, light microfiber material, navy blue. RM30 for each. Buy 2 for 
RM50 Purchase them at the Finance office.

https://www.aism.edu.my/sites/default/files/Newsletter/Newsletter2019/SHF_becomes_DELISCHOOL_in_your_canteen.pdf
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Click here for more information

https://www.aism.edu.my/sites/default/files/Newsletter/Newsletter2019/letter%20hearing%20parentsAugust2019.pdf




https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1vjRF-EbEyg-2KPPvp-bynp-14MDZqs6RVzl7M8J-NtY/viewform?edit_requested=true







